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+12145650383 - http://www.openingbellcoffee.com/

A comprehensive menu of Opening Bell Coffee from Dallas covering all 18 meals and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Opening Bell Coffee:
This place is it all.The atmosphere, the coffee, the customer service, the spot itself!!This is by far the coolest

coffee shop I've been to. They have art all over, live music on weekends, and amazing coffee.We ordered a hot
honey latte, and where do I start. The milk was PERCECT consistency, and the coffee tasted amazing.The

cashier was super nice, and even hand delivered our drinks to us.We also ordered a cold brew... read more. The
diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, and there is
complimentary WiFi. If the weather are right, you can also eat and drink outside. What User doesn't like about

Opening Bell Coffee:
Coffee is good. We ordered 2 avocado toasts online, and were pretty disappointed. $10 for a very plain piece of

bread and maybe 1/4 avocado with salt, pepper, oil, and maybe a touch of lemon. This price typically yields
some great bread or some additional toppings, at least an egg (which we expected as pictured while ordering
online where there was no other description of what was included). Just very overpriced for... read more. The

extensive diversity of coffee and tea specialties greatly enhances the value of a visit to Opening Bell Coffee, and
you can indulge in fine American meals like Burger or Barbecue. In addition to small snacks, sweet pieces and

cakes, we also serve cold and hot drinks, In the morning they serve a extensive breakfast here.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
CHAI

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Breakfas�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Ic� crea�*
VANILLA

Drink�
DRINKS

Specialit� Beverage�
COLD BREW

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

Coffe�
CARAMEL MOCHA

MOCHA

CHAI LATTE

COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
HONEY

CHEESE

STRAWBERRY

CHOCOLATE

MILK

CARAMEL
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00-18:00
Tuesday 07:00-18:00
Wednesday 07:00-18:00
Thursday 07:00-21:00
Friday 07:00-21:00
Saturday 08:00-21:00
Sunday 09:00-14:00
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